3rd Grade Jumbled Words #5

Grade 3 Vocabulary Worksheet

The letters of the words below are jumbled. Figure out what the word is and write it on the blank line provided.

1. ERGAD
2. PENAL
3. BRCISLBE
4. OCRHE
5. OWLB
6. ORES
7. RRCDHAO
8. PSREAD
9. VERAC
10. OTFLA

1. A degree or a step in a scale.
2. A flat or level surface.
3. To write hastily.
4. A routine task.
5. We do this to fill a balloon with air.
6. A pretty flower.
7. A field of fruit trees.
8. You do this to butter on your toast.
9. To form a solid material by cutting.
10. To be buoyant.
3rd Grade Jumbled Words #5

Grade 3 Vocabulary Worksheet

The letters of the words below are jumbled. Figure out what the word is and write it on the blank line provided.

1. ERGAD  \textbf{GRADE} \hfill 2. PENAL  \textbf{PLANE} \\
3. BRCISLBE  \textbf{SCRIBBLE} \hfill 4. OCRHE  \textbf{CHORE} \\
5. OWLB  \textbf{BLOW} \hfill 6. ORES  \textbf{ROSE} \\
7. RRCDAHO  \textbf{ORCHARD} \hfill 8. PSREAD  \textbf{SPREAD} \\
9. VERAC  \textbf{CARVE} \hfill 10. OTFLA  \textbf{FLOAT} \\

1. A degree or a step in a scale. \hfill 6. A pretty flower. \\
2. A flat or level surface. \hfill 7. A field of fruit trees. \\
3. To write hastily. \hfill 8. You do this to butter on your toast. \\
4. A routine task. \hfill 9. To form a solid material by cutting. \\
5. We do this to fill a balloon with air. \hfill 10. To be buoyant.